Type of Music Associated with Relaxation Based on EEG Signal Analysis
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Abstract

Music is the science and the art of tones, or the musical sounds. Music is also the art of combining tones in a manner to please the ear. Music therapy is the planned and creative use of music to attain and maintain health and well-being. There are a lot of experimental efforts to understand musical processing in the brain using electroencephalogram (EEG). It is accepted that listening to music increases the theta and alpha bands power that is associated to increase relaxation. In this study, we are interested to find the type of music that can produce such state of mind by analysing the EEG power spectrum in those frequency bands. 4 types of music were investigated, i.e. sound of instrumental piano, sound of wave, sound of birds and sound of nature. As the result, 71.4% of subjects were able to achieve highest power increase relaxation as indicated by the increase of PSD in the theta/alpha frequency bands compared to the sound of wave and sound of bird.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Stress is a feeling that is created when people react to particular events. Nowadays, due to burden work and family matters, many people involved with the stress situation. Most of them do activities such as meditation, picnic or visiting natural places in order to reduce their stress level. All of these activities are time consuming and some require travelling. However, there is an easier way to reduce stress, i.e. by listening to music that do not require travelling and is not time consuming as you can do other things while listening. Moreover, in this modernization era, people can listen to music anywhere using technology such as the handphone, mp3 player and etc.

The music used in the musical therapy is various, and it takes therapist and patient a long time to select the music. If the music effective for the musical therapy is easily found, the time of selecting the music can be shortened and the musical therapy can be carried out effectively.1

Since the times of ancient Greeks and Romans, music was known to effect human behaviour. Music provides a helpful mnemonic for verbal learning throughout life, and most notably during early development and in educational settings.2 However,
music is more likely to have positive effect on individuals if they enjoy the type of music to which they are listening. Many researchers have proven that using music enabled us to increase the relaxing state beyond the mind. The most prominent changes are in theta or alpha frequency bands happened upon the influences of music.4

The electroencephalogram (EEG) is a recording of electrical activity originating from the brain. It is the visual plotting of the brain neural electric activities projected to the scalp surface. The earliest attempt to hear brainwaves as music was made in 1934.5 In most of these early works, however, only the amplitude of the alpha waves or other simple and direct characters of EEG signals was utilized as the driving sources of the musical sound. In the 1990s, various new music generating rules were created from digital filtering or coherent analysis of EEG.6

There are lot of experimental efforts to understand musical processing in the brain using EEG. One of them studies three broad problems, i.e. the perception of musical tones, interpretation of acoustical information relevant to music and emotional response to musical messages.7 They have found that during listening of music, a significant power increase in theta and alpha bands and that the subjects have described their musical experiences as very pleasant whenever the significant rise of theta and powers are observed. They have related this finding with relaxation of mind.

There is also a study on EEG signal based on aromatherapy.8 It is about the use of aromatherapy to reduce stress and increase relaxation. The study focuses on measuring EEG signal at frontal region because it is most associated with the sense of smell.9 They found that the increasing power spectral density (PSD) value of alpha wave indicates that subjects feel more relaxed while decreasing PSD value of beta wave indicates that subjects feel less alert and start to relax. The study has proven that subjects feel relax and calmer after they’re exposed to aromatherapy.

There is also another study done to identify resting state and calming mind during reciting Quran using EEG.7 The paper discusses the analysis of EEG signal of resting state and calming mind during reciting Quran. There they have found that EEG power spectrum was high in alpha band, indicating the state of calming mind.

The other study on EEG signal is done to identify the EEG signal during listening to native and foreign languages songs. As the result of the paper, it can be see that when people are listening to different languages songs, the brain will produce different EEG signal patterns.8 The paper analyze two kinds of songs (Chinese lyrics and Japanese lyrics) to stimulate the subject and at the same time they record the EEG signals using 64-channel Neuro-scan device.

From the study of feature extraction from EEG patterns in music listening, the paper discusses on the measurement and extraction of EEG difference between music genres as characteristic data. The method that they used is to makes the data based on frequency appearance rate, extract features by the principal component analysis, and then analyze them by using a neural network. Finally they carried out computer simulations by using the real data in order to show the effectiveness of the proposed method.7

As the result from the paper, the music pieces of different sleep stages are of different features in music structure.

The EEG signal related to music listening also have discussed on the study of discovering EEG signals response to musical signal stimuli. This paper used the time frequency analysis and independent component analysis (ICA) in order to analysis the EEG data. The musical stimuli that they used are metal music, sonata music and favorite music selected by subjects. The ICA was applied in the study to assist them in the process of isolating noise components. As the result of the study, from the ICA, some of the independent component showing more significant differences for different types of music. The PSD of each frequency band are similar in listening metal music but showed less similarity in listening to sonata music.10

Other than music listening, the cognitive neuroscience of creativity also has been studied using the non invasive electrical recording which the EEG system. The paper discussed the major aspects on performing the research using EEG i.e recording of the EEG signals and signal analysis for better understanding of the neural correlates of processes involved in creativity. As the result, the study provide a way to understand the spatial activations and temporal development of the large scale electrical activity in the during creative tasks.11

As previously mentioned, listening to music increases the theta and alpha bands power that is associated to increase relaxation. In this study, we are interested to find the type of music that can produce such state of mind by analysing the EEG power spectrum in theta and alpha frequency bands.

2.0 THEORY

2.1 Frequency and Classification of Waveform

Brain waveforms have been categorized into 5 basic groups namely Gamma, Alpha, Beta, Theta and Delta. Generally, brain wave ranges from 0.5 Hz ~ 50 Hz but most of the clinical EEG signals are carried out on a paper-writing instrument which ranges between 20 Hz to 40 Hz. Gamma wave are in between 13 Hz to 30 Hz. Gamma wave are normally happened when human in processes activity mode. Alpha wave normally ranges from 8 Hz to 13 Hz. Alpha wave has been thought to indicate both a lack of concentration and relaxed awareness. Beta wave is larger than 13 Hz. Beta wave is the typical waking rhythm of the brain associated with vigorous thinking, active attention, focused on the outside world otherwise related to solving concrete problems. Theta wave ranges from 3.5 Hz to 7.5 Hz. The wave illustrates consciousness slips toward drowsiness. Another wave is called Delta. Delta waves are normally 3 Hz or lower. Delta wave is mainly related with deep sleeps, in a waking state and indicates some physical defects in the brain.12

2.2 Fast Fourier Transform

The most commonly method to analyzed the signal is the Fourier transform. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is an efficient algorithm to compute the Discrete Fourier Transforms (DFT) and its inverse.13 A DFT decomposes a sequence of values into components of different frequencies.14 This operation is very useful in many fields but computing it directly from the definition is often too slow to be practical. Computing a DFT of N points in the obvious way, using the definition, takes O (N²) arithmetical operations, while an FFT can compute the same result in only O (N log N) operations.14

The Fourier transform used a simple mathematical transformation that changes a signal from time domain to...
frequency domain. For example, the human EEG signal the non-period signals which is varies with time can changes in term of frequency domain using this Fourier transform. The Fast Fourier Transform equation is shown in equation (1).  

\[ X(f) = \int (x(t)[\cos(-2\pi ft) + j\sin(-2\pi ft)]) \, dt \]  

From equation (1), \( x(t) \) is the product of the time function and a complex trigonometric expression yield the frequency function of \( X(f) \) when integrated over time, \( t \) for a specific frequency, \( f \).

### 2.3 Power Spectral Density Analysis

Power spectral density, PSD shows the strength of the energy (power) of a time series as a function of frequency. That is to say, it demonstrates strong variations at which frequencies and at which frequencies variations are weak and this might be quite useful for further analysis. Scientifically, PSD is described as the Fourier Transform of the autocorrelation sequences of the time series or the square of the Fourier Transform of the time series scaled by a proper constant period. The above definitions of PSD require the existence of Fourier Transform signal which means the signals are square sum-able or square integrable. The unit of PSD is power per frequency and power can be acquire within a specific frequency band by integrating PSD within that frequency range.

PSD is a very useful tool when comes to identifying oscillatory signals in our time series data as well as to know their amplitude. Even though we do not hold any pure oscillatory signals in our data, PSD will still remain useful as we often compute and plot PSD to get a "feel" of data at an early stage of time series analysis. Looking at PSD is like looking at simple time series plot, rather than considering time series as a function of time, we take time series as a function of frequency. Hence it can be say that frequency is a transformation of time and looking at variations in frequency domain is just a different way to look at variations of time series data.

Mathematically, PSD describes the general frequency composition of the data in terms of the spectral density of its mean square value. The mean square value in frequency range is \((f, f + \Delta f)\) in equation (2):

\[ \Psi_x^2(f, \Delta f) = \lim_{T \to \infty} \frac{1}{T} \int_{-T}^{T} x(t, f, \Delta f)^2 \, dt \]  

where \( x(t, f, \Delta f)^2 \) is a portion of \( x(t) \) in \((f, f + \Delta f)\). Spectral analysis is typically performed with EEG segments by computing the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT).

DFT of the given EEG signal \( x(n) \) is given by

\[ X(k) = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} x(n) \exp(-j \frac{2\pi}{N} kn) \quad k = 0,1,2, \ldots, N-1, \]  

where \( N \) is the number of EEG samples taken for analysis. The DFT is typically computed using the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm (FFT) which computes the Fourier transform coefficients \( X(k) \) quickly.

The spectral density function is related to the autocorrelation function by a Fourier Transform. The autocorrelation function contains information about the expected frequency content of the random process. The autocorrelation function can be computed using the formula:

\[ R(\tau) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} x(n)x(n + \tau) \]  

where if the signal \( x(t) \) contains a periodic component, then \( R(\tau) \) also contains a periodic component with the same period.  

The power spectral density (PSD) function can be used to provide spectral information, and the PSD is defined as the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation sequence. Spectral analysis can also be performed by using models, typically linear stochastic models. The most popular model is the autoregressive model (AR). AR modeling is used extensively in modeling random signals like EEGs. For AR models, it have form of function

\[ x[k] + \sum_{i=1}^{M} a_i x[k - i] = n[k], \]  

where \( x[k] \) is the EEG signal, \( n[k] \) is zero mean white noise, \( a_i \)'s is the AR coefficients, and \( M \) is the AR order.

In this study, even though 19 EEG signals were recorded, only three EEG signals were analysed, i.e. P1, P2 and P3. They were chosen because they had shown an increase in alpha activity during resting state.

### 3.0 METHODOLOGY

#### 3.1 Participants

Seven healthy subjects participated in the study: 4 female and 3 male with age ranges from 23 to 24 years old with normal hearing and free from disease and medication. All the subjects were selected from undergraduate program in the university campus.

#### 3.2 Stimuli

Four types of music were used in this experiment. They were the sound of instrumental piano (Music 1), the sound of wave (Music 2), the sound of birds (Music 3) and the sound of nature (Music 4). The stimuli were delivered from headphone to the left and right ear of the participants.

#### 3.3 Experimental Setup

19 EEG signals were recorded based on 10-20 electrode placement system. All signals were digitized with the sampling frequency of 1000 Hz. Figure 1 shows the setup of EEG machine.

**Figure 1** EEG machine setup
First and foremost, the experiments was carried out in single session in a quiet and air-conditioned room. The temperature of the room was between 22 and 25° C. For single session, only 1 subject are participated during the experiment. The room must be completed with the EEG machine. Subject sat on a chair and was told to minimize their body movement to minimize the artifact. Then cap with electrodes attached was attached to the scalp. Conductive gel was inserted into an electrode tube to reduce the impedance between the scalp and the electrodes. After that, the subject was put into relax condition, i.e. sitting on the chair with the eyes closed. Subject was given 5 minutes to reach a relaxed condition. Then, the EEG signals were recorded for 1 minute (Control condition). Next, the subject was exposed to the musics for 1 minute/musictype via headphone. While listening to music, the EEG signals were taken from the subject.

3.4 Data Analysis

After the raw EEG signal taken from the subject, the data are in form of graph. Then the data of the raw signal was converted into ASCII format. This format will be read using the Microsoft Excel or Notepad. The data then save as the Comma Delimited Value (CSV) format. The software that we use in this study is FEDORA software. By using this software, the EEG signals were analysed using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and Power Spectral Density (PSD). In order to perform the PSD, we used the command in FEDORA programming. Firstly, the saved data in CSV format is calling in the command window of the FEDORA. The programming started with the memory allocation and initialization. After that, it build up the memory space for EEG data. Then, command for the crucial part for calculation of EEG to form FFT and PSD data are called. Lastly, the average FFT for all epochs is perform.

4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

An example of PSD for the 19 EEG signals for Music 1 is shown in Figure 2. It is taken from subject 1. The channel is depended on the part on human brain which is prefrontal lobe (Fp1, Fp2), frontal lobe (F3, F4, F7, F8, F3), temporal lobe (T1, T2, T3, T4), central lobe (C3, C4, Cz), parietal lobe (P3, P4, Pz) and occipital lobe (O1, O2). One of the electrodes is used as a reference electrode and standard locations for the reference include the tip of the nose, the ear lobes and locations near the both side of head. From the figure, peak PSD can be observed at alpha frequency band at P3, P4 and Pz scalp locations. The data in y-axis are the amplitude of the PSD in \( \mu V^2/Hz \) and the x-axis referred to the frequency in Hz.

Figure 3 shows the frequency bar chart for the peak of PSD of the three scalp locations for Music 1 for all subjects. From the figure, it is obvious that five subjects (71.4%) showed the peak of PSD in the theta/alpha frequency bands at Pz. At P3 and P4, there are 4 subjects that showed the peak of PSD in the theta/alpha frequency bands. This frequency band involved at frequency between 4 to 13 Hz stated as a relaxed state.

Figure 4 shows the frequency bar chart for the peak PSD of the three scalp locations for Music 2 for all subjects. Only three subjects had peak of PSD in the alpha frequency band for all three scalp locations. The other four subjects had the peak of PSD in the delta frequency bands which normally characterized as in deep sleep state.

As for Music 3, only two subjects managed to obtain peak of PSD in theta/alpha frequency bands for all three scalp locations shown in Figure 5. The others five subjects are attempting to show the delta frequency bands.
Similar to Music 1, for Music 4, five subjects (71.4%) managed to produce peak of PSD in the theta/alpha frequency bands for all 3 scalp locations as shown in Figure 6. Only two subjects are managed to show the delta frequency band which they attempt to have a deep sleep while listening to Music 4.

Table 1 shows the summary of the number of subjects that achieved relaxation state based on PSD increased in theta and alpha frequency bands. From the table, for Music 1, the number of subject that achieved alpha frequency band is three subjects, and theta frequency band is two subjects. For Music 2, there are only three subjects showing relaxed state in an alpha frequency band from the total of seven subjects. Meanwhile, for Music 3, only two subjects are achieved the alpha frequency band. Equivalent as Music 1, Music 4 showing the same number of subjects that achieved relaxed state, which is three subjects in alpha frequency band and two subjects in a theta frequency band. As a result, Music 1 and Music 4 show the highest number of subject with relaxed state.

5.0 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have done the experiment based on listening to different types of music to analyse characteristic of EEG signal. The music that were used is sound of instrumental piano (Music 1), the sound of wave (Music 2), the sound of birds (Music 3) and the sound of nature (Music 4). From the finding, it can be concluded that sound of instrumental piano and sound of nature increase relaxation as indicated by the increase of PSD in the theta/alpha frequency bands compared to the sound of wave and sound of bird.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency Band (Hz)</th>
<th>Types of Music</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alpha (8-13)</td>
<td>Music 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Music 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Music 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Music 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha &amp; Theta</td>
<td>5 out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of 7</td>
<td>3 out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 out</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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